State Level Feedback:

Action Ideas in Response to Climate Change

- Send out updates from your (HEC) office with information about what the state is doing/discussing
- Accountability for representatives by updating the public on how legislators are voting
- Educate and empower local offices to acknowledge the people and actually talk with citizens

- Holding conferences at state house
- Work on cleaner transportation

- All buildings should be LEED certified (building a structure that has the environment in mind)

- Wind Power
  - burning cleaner coal
  - get the word out about the coal industry in Indiana via newspapers, blogs, etc.
- Contact legislators about the coal industry in Indiana and the lack of carbon controls on it.
  - The Message:
    - there are alternatives to coal plants
    - describe the long term negative effects of coal industry
    - atmosphere will be cleaner
    - clever marketing campaign "do you like living in filth?"
- More education about global warming/sustainability in early education (elementary school)

END GAME= Federal Action. (Kharbanda)